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The Governance Challenge for the 21st Century

Can centuries-old government institutions innovate like
industry ingenues?

YES!  Globalization is advancing new interdependencies
and this requires…
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Creative Disruption

•Quantum leaps - Cultural “operating system”

•Examining orthodoxies, daring convention

•The planned abandonment of what no longer serves us well

•Engaging the hearts and minds of our knowledge brokers

•Encouraging creative disruption

•Accelerating the pace of institutional innovation

•Increasing our “fitness landscape”/learning adaptiveness

•Prizing risk-taking and innovation
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Taking Bold Strokes

•   UN
•   Highest quality of life
•   Imbedded in social/economic
   context
•   Period of economic
   expansion
•   applied knowledge and

 innovation
•   Thinking “big”
•   Intellectual oxygen

Canada as a Global “Tiger Woods”
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Traditional Government Model
No. of depts.   X tools, = "Success"
Agencies policies, Darwinian Model

procedures, some winners, 
advice, some losers

                              processes
to…
Relationship    X Unique = Distributed
Management Value success
                              creation
                              (by relationship)
Business@ the speed of thought …and Government @ the speed of
multiple public interests - Institutionalizing innovation
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Smart
Communities

Canada
Online

Electronic
Commerce

Canadian
Governments

Online

Connecting
Canada to
the World

Canadian
Content
Online

Today
A cohesive national strategy to help prepare Canada... 

…for the knowledge-based economy and society 

Knowledge and innovation are at the heart
of Canada’s robust GDP growth…
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Preparation

Production

Adoption
Create/

Innovate
Discover and
Adopt New

Wealth/
Knowledge

Make more wealth
from existing base

(productivity model)

Retain the people, knowledge,
wealth  that you possess.

Try not to lose your capital.

Invention / Innovation

Expansion

Retention

Getting to Innovation
(Smart Government)
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The government has made significant investments...

• Canada Foundation for Innovation
– $1.9 billion to improve research infrastructure in the areas of health, environment,

science, and engineering (post-secondary and not-for-profit institutions, hospitals)
• Canada Research Chairs

– $900 million to help universities establish and sustain 2000 research chairs by
2004-2005

• Networks of Centres of Excellence
– $90 million to support partnerships among researchers and the private sector; 18

networks; 6 in health, 7 in ICT, 2 in forestry, 2 in biology, 1 in photonic sciences
• New Governance Models/Networks

– CIHR  - CCMD, TLN  - Team Canada Missions
– CSA - Judiciary  - NRCan
– Genome Canada - RCMP   - GeoConnections
– Far North - Industry Canada  - CEOnet
– PRI                - DFAIT  - Stats Can etc.

…in 21st century research and innovation

Innovation-Based Communities
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Canada’s Throne Speech January 30, 2001

…building a world-leading economy driven by innovation,
ideas and talent; inclusive society; strengthening distinctive
culture and values

•Investments in highly skilled work force, new technology,
risk-taking and entrepreneurship, new tax / investment regime
and a strong global brand, IP elements

•Registered Individual Learning Accounts for adult learners

•Early Childhood Development Initiative $2B

•Digital Opportunities Task Force - Chair, G8 to close the
digital divide
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• Biovisionaries
• New drugs / products
• Designer babies – NRT
• Gene programming
• Gene therapies
• New monoclonal antibodies
• Cloning
• Control of aging, obesity
• Animal donors / grow

replacement transplant organs
• Transgenic foods
• New plastics from plants
• (oil, petroleum industry)

• Protein-based super-
computers

• Nanotechnology
• Bioelectronic noses,

tongues, ears
• Biosynthetic blood, tissue,

bone
• Self-assembling materials
• New pollution-free energy

sources
• New fibers, adhesives,

metals
• DNA testing and profiling

A sign of the times…
The Genie is out of the Bottle
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The Government as Catalyst
Domain

of
Possibility

Domain
of

Action

Domain
of

Memory

Future
(Language)

Present
(Biology)

Past
(History)

Partnerships and Futures
Orientation…
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Partnering for innovation: the CANARIE
success story

� Established in 1993

� Public/private sector
partnership

� Advanced applications

� Network development

� CANet to CANet 3
world’s fastest optical
network

Canadian Network for the Advancement of Research,
Industry and Education
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CA*net 3: World’s fastest all-optical
network

Nearly
1,000,000X

Faster

CA*net

9 minutes

0.0006 seconds

CA*net3

Canadian
Encyclopedia

Canadian
Encyclopedia

…a futures orientation and benchmarking
against other countries’ progress (i.e. National
Broadband Task Force)
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•   Capturing 5% of the world’s e-commerce activity
    (World E-Com growth by 2003 $U.S. 3.2 Trillion
    Source: Forrester Research 2000)
•   Being among top five OECD countries in R&D
    spending- Doubling investments by 2010
•   Increasing commercialization rate of research discoveries
   and international research
•   Increasing new venture capital investment
•   Doubling on-the-job development that employees receive
•   Business Literacy- new requirements
•   By 2004 – to be known as government most electronically
    connected to citizens

…Knowledge and creativity are the two drivers of this economy -
Canada’s Throne Speech 1999

The Learning Society
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Triage Role of Governments
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Learning Mode

               use immediately, teach others              ----80%

Action Learning
 Practice by doing /coaching/COPs    ----75%

              discussion group               ----50%

                              demonstration             ----30%

 Courses       audio-visual          ----20%

                                           reading     ----10%

 Reading      lecture ----5%

     Source: NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science

   Learning Mode     Retention Rate (av.)
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Temptation Beckons
• Fierce competition for knowledge workers as the

source of competitive advantage
• Attempts to “capture” institutional memory,

intellectual capital
• Preservation sometimes = “Knowledge

cathedrals”or fossils preserved in amber
•  data mining, warehousing = data “junkyard”
• At best we have knowledge “ghosts” - when

people leave
• Mechanistic/social approaches
• Attractor model vs. retention model
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Organizational Culture and Challenges

•  Old habits die hard (human behaviour)
•  power bases get defended
•  under stress, people rely on what they know/trust
•  in the short-term, new ways of doing things usually
    make matters worse.

The “Twin Peaks”
       Challenge

Trough of
Disillusionment

“Complex adaptive
system”

Slope of enlightenment
(distributed

knowledge, innovation,
socialization, renewal,

“communities of
creation”)

“Closed system”

Impetus for
change

Minimize disturbance, change,
 difficult to learn, innovate
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Three Models of Organizing for Knowledge
Creation and Innovation

Hierarchy

Near-total control
(closed model)

Community
(human network)

Emergent self-
organization

Market

Complete chaos

Degree of Openness to the Environment

Degree of Stability of the System
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Fast Forward
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Classical cultures can not deliver the speed, creativity and
responsiveness needed to innovate effectively, nor are
they attractive to knowledge nomads.  (The ‘cereal’ box)
From Classical Culture               To Quantum Culture

machines natural systems

Theory X of people Theory Y

Fixed Strategy Emergent, opportunitistic, sense and respond

Hierarchy Human networks

Few, heroic leaders Many leaders

COP model Autonomy and breakthrough results

Slow, unresponsive Fast, focused, responsive

Source of ideas Merit of ideas

The new neuroscience of leadership
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